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ABSTRACT
Given a weighted hypergraphH(V , E ⊆ 2V ,w), the approx-
imate k-cover problem seeks for a size-k subset of V that
has the maximum weighted coverage by sampling only a
few hyperedges in E. The problem has emerged from several
network analysis applications including viral marketing, cen-
trality maximization, and landmark selection. Despite many
efforts, even the best approaches require O(kn logn) space
complexities, thus, cannot scale to, nowadays, humongous
networks without sacrificing formal guarantees. In this pa-
per, we propose BCA, a family of algorithms for approximate
k-cover that can find (1 − 1e − ϵ)-approximation solutions
within anO(ϵ−2n logn) space. That is a factor k reduction on
space comparing to the state-of-the-art approaches with the
same guarantee. We further make BCAmore efficient and ro-
bust on real-world instances by introducing a novel adaptive
sampling scheme, termed DTA. Comprehensive evaluations
on applications confirm consistent superiority of DTA over
the state-of-the-art approaches. DTA reduces the sketch size
up to 1000x and runs 10x faster than the competitors while
providing solutions with the same theoretical guarantees
and comparable quality.
1 INTRODUCTION
Given a hypergraph H = (V , E ⊆ 2V ), in which each hy-
peredge E ∈ E can contains one, two, or more nodes, we
investigate the approximate k-cover problem that seeks a
subset of k nodes inV that cover maximum number of hyper-
edges. While approximate k-cover is equivalent to the clas-
sic Max-k-cover problem1 [15] allowing a standard greedy
(1 − 1/e)-approximation algorithm, the high space and time
∗The work of Hung Nguyen was done while he was a Ph.D student at
Virginia Commonwealth University
1 We can create an equivalent instance of Max-k-cover in which there is a
subset Sv for each nodes v ∈ V , an element e for each hyperedges E ∈ E,
and e ∈ Sv iff v ∈ E
complexity O(|V | |E |) of the greedy makes it intractable for
large instances originated from real-world applications in
network analysis. In those applications, including influence
maximization [4, 31, 32], landmark selection [28], and cen-
trality maximization [19], E often contains (exponentially)
large number of hyperedges, thus, we can only afford finding
solutions via sampling a few hyperedges.
For example, the landmark selection (LMS) problem in [28]
aims to find k landmarks (nodes) that lies on the maximum
number of shortest paths in a graphG = (V ,E). The problem
can be transformed into an instance of approximate k-cover
on a hypergraph H ′ = (V ′ = V , E ′) with E ′ = {Es,t |s, t ∈
V } contains O(n2) hyperedges Es,t defined as all vertices
that are on some shortest path from s to t . Finding an (1 −
1/e) approximate solution for LMS takes O(n3) space and
time and, thus, not tractable for networks with millions of
nodes. For other applications like influence maximization,
the number of hyperedges, O(n2n), limits the exact greedy
to only toy networks.
State-of-the-art approaches for influence maximization
[4, 25, 31, 32] and centrality maximization [19, 33], despite
different applications, all solve implicit instances of approxi-
mate k-cover via a common framework, termed full sketch.
The framework contains two phases: 1) a collection of many
random hyperedges are generated using a random oracle,
and, 2) greedy algorithm is invoked to solve max-k-cover
over the generated hyperedges. To guarantee (1 − 1/e − ϵ)-
approximate solutions, even the best approaches incurs a
high space complexity O(nk logn). Empirically, two recent
works in [2, 30] indeed confirm that existing algorithms for
influence maximization like IMM [31] and SSA/DSSA [25]
only perform well on theWC weight setting but run out of
memory for other weight settings, e.g., the trivalency model
[2] or the slightly perturbedWC [30].
In this paper, we introduce BCA, a framework for efficient
approximation algorithms for approximate k-cover. BCA
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provides an (1 − 1/e − ϵ)-approximation within O(n logn)
space, a factor k reduction comparing to the state-of-the-art
methods. This space reduction is critical for large instances of
approximate k-cover, especially, when running on memory-
bounded systems. The key novelty of our BCA framework is
a coupling of a reduced sketch and space-efficient bounding
methods. Our reduced sketch allows non-essential samples
(hyperedges) to be removed from the sketch from time to
time, thus, keeping a small memory footprint. This contrasts
the full-sketch framework used in existing approaches [19,
25, 30–32] of which all generated samples needs to be kept on
the memory in order to apply the standard greedy algorithm.
The size of our sketch is reduced in order the magnitude
when compare the full sketch, while the running time and
the solution quality are comparable to those in the full sketch.
Our space-efficient bounding methods helps make smart
decisions on when we select the next node into the solution
and reduce the sketch, accordingly.
We further reduce the space and time consumption of BCA
by introducing a novel adaptive sampling scheme, termed
DTA. DTA can adapt well to the real complex of the real-
world instances, providing the best overall approach across
different applications of approximate k-cover without com-
promising the theoretical guarantee.
Our comprehensive experiments on various applications
including k-dominating set, landmarks selection (aka cover-
age centrality maximization), and influence maximization,
show the consistent superiority of our BCA framework, par-
ticularly, DTA over the existing approaches. DTA uses sub-
stantially less time and memory than its state-of-the-art com-
petitors, up to 10x faster and 1000x reduction in sketch size
while providing comparable quality. Our algorithm can find
good landmarks in large networks in minutes, and, remains
the only algorithm for IM that scale to billion-scale networks
on challenging input settings.
We summarize our contributions as follows:
• We formally state the approximate k-cover problem
and its connection to many important network analy-
sis problems including influence maximization, land-
mark selection, and centrality maximization problems.
• Wepropose a family of (1−1/e−ϵ)-approximation algo-
rithm, called BCA, that use only O(ϵ−2n logn) spaces,
a factor k reduction comparing to the state-of-the art
approaches. We provide natural extensions of BCA to
the budgeted problem.
• We introduce a novel adaptive sampling scheme, termed
DTA, that makes BCA adapt to real-world instances.
DTA consistently provides the fastest overall approach
across different applications of approximate k-cver
without compromising the theoretical guarantee.
• We carry comprehensive experiments on various net-
work anlysis problems to demonstrate the consistent
superiority of BCA and its adaptive version DTA over
the existing approaches, as well as to reveal the time-
quality trade-off of each algorithm.
2 PRELIMINARIES
Hypergraph. LetH = (V , E) be a hypergraph that consists
of a set V of n nodes and a multiset E ofm hyperedges such
that ∀E ∈ E,E ⊆ V , i.e., each hyperedge can have zero,
one, two, or more nodes. A node v ∈ V is said to cover a
hyperedge E ∈ E, if v ∈ E. Equivalently, we say that such
hyperedge E is incident to v .
Given a multiset E ′ of hyperedges in E, the coverage of
a node v , denoted by Cov(v, E ′) is defined as the number
of hyperedges in E ′ incident to v . Generally, we define the
coverage of a subset of nodes S ⊆ V over E ′ as the number
of hyperedges in E ′ incident to at least one node in S , i.e.
Cov(S, E ′) = |{E ∈ E|S ∩ E , ∅}| . (1)
WeightedHypergraph.We consider themore general weighted
hypergraphH = (V , E,w) in which each hyperedge E ∈ E
is associated with a weight wE and
∑
E∈E wE = 1, thus, w
can be seen as a probability distribution over hyperedges.
The weighted coverage of a set of nodes S on the complete
set E of all the weighted hyperedges, denoted and shortened
by Covw (S), is defined as follows:
Covw (S) =
∑
E∈E,E∩S,∅
wE . (2)
Definition 1 (k-cover). Given a weighted hypergraph
H = (V , E,w) and an integer k , find a subset S∗ ⊆ V of size k
that has the maximum weighted coverage among all the size-k
subsets S ⊆ V , |S | = k , i.e.
Covw (S∗) = OPT = max
S ⊆V , |S |=k
Covw (S). (3)
S∗ is called the optimal solution.
The k-cover is a typical NP-hard problem [22]. Further-
more, the coverage function is monotone and submodular,
hence, the standard Greedy algorithm finds an (1 − 1/e)-
approximate solution [22] and the approximation factor is
tight under a widely accepted assumption [12]. However,
it requires the presence of all the hyperedges and in most
applications, this requirement is impractical.
Random Sample Oracle and Approximate k-cover.We
are interested in the cases when the multiset of hyperedges
E is too large (in terms of memory and time) to be listed
explicitly. However, there exists an oracle to sample random
hyperedges from E with probability of generating the hyper-
edge E equal to its weightwE . Let Ej be a random hyperedge
generated by the oracle, then
Pr[Ej = E] = wE . (4)
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Many k-cover instances originated from network analysis
problems such as influence and centrality maximizations
are, indeed, of exponentially large size and such random
sample oracles for them are known (detailed descriptions in
Subsection 2.1). Then, the sample hyperedges generated by
the oracle can be used to approximate the weighted coverage
of any subset S ⊆ V as shown below.
Lemma 1. Given a weighted hypergraphH = (V , E,w), let
Ej be a random hyperedge generated by the random oracle
satisfying Eq. (4) and a subset of nodes S ⊆ V . Let
X (j)S =
{
1 if Ej ∩ S , ∅
0 otherwise (5)
be a Bernoulli random variable defined on Ej . Then, we have
E[X (j)S ] = µS = Covw (S). (6)
Proof. Let 1E∩S,∅ = 1 if E ∩ S , ∅ and 0 otherwise.
E[X (j)S ] = Pr[Ej ∩ S , ∅] =
∑
E∈E
1E∩S,∅ · Pr[Ej = E]
=
∑
E∈E
1E∩S,∅ ·wE =
∑
E∈E,E∩S,∅
wE = Covw (S).
□
Then, given a set E ′ of random hyperedges generated by
the oracle, one can obtain an approximateCov(S, E ′)/|E ′ | of
Covw (S) for any set S ⊆ V . Hence, the k-cover, i.e. maximiz-
ing Covw (S), can be solved approximately through finding
a set Sˆ of k nodes to cover the most generated hyperedges in
E ′, i.e. maximizing Cov(S, E ′). Meanwhile, we also desire to
find a provably good solution to the original k-cover problem.
This gives rise to an approximate version of k-cover defined
as follows:
Definition 2 (Approximate k-cover). Given a hyper-
graph H = (V , E,w), a random oracle satisfying Eq. (4), an
integer k , an approximation factor ρ ∈ (0, 1), find a subset
Sˆ ⊆ V of size k based on samples generated by the oracle that
has its weighted coverage at least ρ times the optimal with a
high probability of (1 − δ ) for a small δ < 1, e.g., δ = 1/n,
Pr[Covw (Sˆ) ≥ ρOPT] ≥ 1 − δ . (7)
The goal is to identify such an approximate solution Sˆ in
space and time independent of the size of E. The commonly
desired approximation ratio is ρ = 1 − 1/e − ϵ provided a
constant ϵ . Many works in different applications of k-cover
[19, 25, 31–33] attempt to generate just enough random hy-
peredges (deciding memory usage and running time) to pro-
vide an (1 − 1/e − ϵ) approximate solution. Thresholds on
that number of hyperedges are proposed and work in certain
settings. However, space and time complexities are still high
that stops them from running on very large networks as
demonstrated in our experiments (Section 6).
2.1 Applications and Related Work
Here we present a variety of network analysis applications
that reduce to approximate k-cover, their corresponding hy-
peredge sampling oracles, and the related works.
Landmark Selection. To find good landmarks for shortest
path queries, Potamias et al. [28] solve a coverage centrality
maximization (CCM) problem. Define combined coverage
centrality of a group of nodes S ⊆ V as follows:
C(S) =
∑
s,t ∈V
Is,t (S), (8)
where Is,t (S) = 1 if at least one shortest path between s and
t passes through some node in S .
Finding good landmarks is done by finding k nodes S that
maximize the combined coverage centralityC(S). The greedy
algorithm for LANDMARKSd in [28] has a time complexity
O(n3), thus, is not efficient for large networks. Our proposed
approach here can be used to find good landmarks in much
less time and space.
The correspondingk-cover forCCM is defined onweighted
hypergraphH = (V , E,w) where E contains all hyperedges
Rs,t ∈V = {u ∈ V |u is on at least one s − t shortest path}
with the same weight ws−t = 1/(n2 − n) for all of them.
Thus, H can be seen as an unweighted hypergraph and
C(S) = (n2 − n) · Covw (S).
Sample Oracle. To generate a random hyperedge, we pick
a random node pair s , t from V and return a set of nodes
that are on at least one of s − t shortest paths. Apparently,
the probability of generating Rs,t ∈V isws−t due to random
selection of s, t pair.
InfluenceMaximization (IM).Given a graphG = (V ,E,p)
where edge (u,v) ∈ E has probability p(u,v) ∈ (0, 1] repre-
senting the influence of u towards v under some diffusion
model, the influence of a set S ⊆ V , denoted by I(S), is the
expected number of nodes who are eventually influenced by
S . The Influence Maximization (IM) problem [9, 16] seeks a
set Sk of at most k nodes with the maximum influence.
IM can be seen as an k-cover instance withH = (V , E,w)
where E contains all reverse influence sets (RISs) [4]. A ran-
dom RIS R j associates with a weightw j = 1nPrд , where Prд
is the probability that a sample graph д is generated from
G following the diffusion model. Then, the influence of a
set of nodes S is proportional to the weighted coverage of S
inH , i.e. I(S) = n · Covw (S) [16], hence, maximizing I(S) is
equivalent to maximizing Covw (S).
The size of E is exponentially large in most stochastic
diffusion model. For example, in the popular independent
cascade model [16], |E | = n2 |E | .
Sample Oracle. A random RIS R j ∈ E is generated by
1) selecting a random node u ∈ V 2) including into R j all
3
Table 1: Summary of algorithms for k-cover applications. The time to sample hyperedges are excluded. O˜() sup-
presses the polylog factors from the complexities. Adaptivity means the ability to adapt to actual complexity of
real-world instances.
Algorithm Problem Guarantee Space Time Adaptivity Prefix
Hedge[19] k-Dominating set 1 −
1
e − ϵ
only if OPT = Ω(m) O˜(ϵ
−2kn) - ✗ ✗
Y-alg [33] CCM(LANDMARKSd [28]) (1 − 1e )OPT − ϵn2 O˜(ϵ−2n2) O˜(ϵ−2n2) ✗ ✗
IMM[31] Influence Maximization 1 − 1e − ϵ O˜(ϵ−2kn) O˜(ϵ−2kn) ✗ ✗
DSSA[25] Influence Maximization 1 − 1e − ϵ O˜(ϵ−2kn) O˜(ϵ−2kn) ✓ ✗
Distributed
sketch[3] k-cover 1 −
1
e − ϵ
O˜(ϵ−2n)
/machine - ✗ ✗
BCA(z∗)[Here] All above 1 − 1e − ϵ O˜(ϵ−2n) O˜(ϵ−2kn) ✗ ✓
DTA[Here] All above 1 − 1e − ϵ O˜(ϵ−2n) O˜(ϵ−2kn) ✓ ✗
the nodes that are reachable to u in a sample graph д gen-
erated according to a given diffusion model [4]. Then, the
probability of generating an RIS R j is precisely 1nPrд = w j
[4]. This RIS sampling algorithm serves as the oracle in our
Approximate k-cover instance for IM.
Related work. IM [10, 18, 25, 27, 31, 32] recently emerged
from the vital application of designing a marketing strat-
egy to maximize the benefit. Kempe et al. [16] proved the
submodularity property of influence function, thus, greedy
algorithm provides an (1 − 1/e − ϵ)-approximation guaran-
tee. However, the naive greedy algorithm is not efficient
due to the #P-hardness of computing influences [6]. Lazy
greedy technique was studied in [18]. Popular algorithms
using RIS sampling [4], are summarized in Table 1. For a
more comprehensive literature review on IM, see [2].
k-Dominating Set [3]. In this problem, we are given a
graph G(V ,E) and we aim to find k nodes that cover maxi-
mum number of (multi-hop) neighbors.
The k-dominating set is a special case of k-cover H =
(V , E) with E = {v ∈ V |Ev } in which hyperedge Ev con-
tains all nodes in V that can cover v (via multi-hop neigh-
borhoods).
The sample oracle would sample a random node v ∈ V
and generate via reverse reachability from v all nodes that
can cover v [3].
k-cover and Large-scale Submodular Maximization.
Many techniques have been developed for large-scale sub-
modular maximization (see [3, 20] and the reference therein).
However, many of the existing techniques only achieve sub-
optimal approximation guarantees and/or space complexities
and/or do not scale in practice.
A recent work by Bateni et al. in KDD’18 [3] provided
the first algorithm for k-cover, a special case of submod-
ular maximization, with optimal approximation guarantee,
1 − 1/e − ϵ , and optimal space complexity O˜(n) per machine.
We achieve the same optimal approximation guarantee and
space complexity requiring only a single machine. Further,
the empirical results in [3] had to resort to empirical method
to determine parameters (e.g., σ ), thus, it is not clear if the
proposed algorithm still provide the worst-case guarantee
1 − 1/e − ϵ . In contrast, our proposed algorithms require
only parameter ϵ on the approximation guarantee and can
automatically decide the number of samples and other pa-
rameters. Yet our algorithm scale to very large instances of
billion-scale.
Table 2: Summary of notations
Notations Descriptions
H =
(V , E,w) Weighted hypergraph of n nodes,m hyperedges
Er Reduced sketch maintained in BCA
Ef Full sketch of all generated hyperedges in BCA
Cov(S, E ′) Coverage of a set S on E ′ of hyperedges
Covw (S) Weighted coverage of a set S on E
S∗,OPT The true optimal solution of k nodes for k-coverand its optimal weighted coverage value
opt
Running maximum coverage of k nodes on a set
of generated hyperedges so far in BCA algorithm.
f (S,dS , Er ) Upper-bound function on the maximum coverage
fL(n,δ , µˆ,N ) Lower-bound function of µ with probability 1 − δgiven an estimate µˆ on n hyperedges
fU (n,δ , µˆ,N ) Upper-bound function of µ
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3 COVERAGE THRESHOLDING
ALGORITHM
We propose a family of simple, efficient BCA algorithms
for k-cover problem. It guarantees to find an (1 − 1/e − ϵ)-
approximate solution with probability 1 − δ for any given
0 < ϵ < 1 − 1/e, 0 < δ < 1. Moreover, it is easily extendable
to the budgeted version of the problem with minor changes
(See extensions in Section 5). We summarize the notations
in Table 2.
3.1 Reduced Sketch & A Family of
Bounded Coverage Algorithms (BCA)
Our family of Bounded Coverage Algorithms (BCA) is pre-
sented in Algorithm 1 which:
• uses the randomoracle to generate randomhyperedges
E1,E2, . . . ,Ej , . . . (Line 6).
• receives a threshold z bounding the maximum cover-
age of any set of k nodes on generated hyperedges.
• gradually constructs a partial solution S and maintains
its coverage dS on the full sketch (Lines 8,11,12).
• only maintains hyperedges that are not covered by the
partial solution S in a reduced sketch Er (Line 10).
Algorithm 1: BCA - Bounded Coverage Algorithms
Input: A budget k , a threshold z and a random oracle
Output: T - maximum number of generated hyperedges,
S - a candidate solution, and
dS - coverage of S
1 S ← ∅; ▷ Gradually growing solution set
2 dS ← 0; ▷ Coverage of S on all the generated hyperedges
3 Er ← ∅; ▷ Reduced sketch: hyperedges not covered by S
4 for i = 1 to k do
5 while f (S,dS , Er ) < z do
6 Generate a new hyperedge Ej ;
7 if Ej ∩ S , ∅ then
8 dS = dS + 1 and discard Ej ;
9 else
10 Add Ej to Er ;
11 Add u = argmaxv<S Cov(v, Er ) to S ;
12 Remove hyperedges covered by u from Er , update dS ;
13 return < T = size of full sketch, S,dS >
BCA goes over k iterations to select k nodes into S (Lines 4-
12). In iteration i , it keeps generating new hyperedges as long
as the threshold z holds as a bound on themaximum coverage
of k nodes on the generated hyperedges so far. To enforce
this condition on threshold z, we use a function f (S,dS , Er )
to compute an upper-bound of the maximum coverage on
the set of all generated hyperedges. Then, z holds as long
as f (S,dS , Er ) < z (Line 5). When the threshold z fails the
check f (S,dS , Er ) < z, the node u with maximum coverage
on the reduced sketch Er is inserted to the partial solution
S (Line 11). As a results, hyperedges covered u are removed
from reduced sketch Er and the coverage dS of S increases
accordingly (Line 12). If a hyperedge Ej is covered by the
partial solution S , BCA simply increases its coverage dS by 1
and discards Ej (Lines 7,8). Otherwise, Ej is added into the
reduced sketch Er (Line 10).
Table 3: A running example of BCA(k = 2, z = 4) on a
toy network of 3 nodes {1, 2, 3}.
Event Er S dS f (S,ds , Er ) Notes
_ ∅ ∅ 0 0 Initialization
E1 = {1, 2} {E1} ∅ 0 2 f (S,ds , Er ) < z
E2 = {1, 3} {E1,E2} ∅ 0 4 f (S,ds , E)r = z
Select node 1 ∅ {1} 2 2 Remove E1,E2 from Er
E3 = {2} {E3} {1} 2 4 f (S,ds , Er ) = z
Select node 2 ∅ {1, 2} 3 3 Remove E3 from Er
Example. Let f (S,dS , Er ) = dS +k ·maxv<S Cov(v, Er ) be
the upper-bound function (details in our analysis). We give
a running example in Table 3 of BCA(k = 2, z = 4) on an
instance of 3 nodes {1, 2, 3}. Let assume an instantiation of
generated hyperedges as given in Table 3. After initialization
of Er , S,dS ,BCA generates E1 = {1, 2} and put in the reduced
sketched since f (S,dS , Er ) = 2 < z. When E2 = {1, 3} is
generated, the upper-bound function f (S,dS , Er ) = 4 = z,
triggering the selection of the node with maximum coverage,
i.e. node 1, and both hyperedges E1,E2 are removed from
Er since they are covered by node 1. After selecting node
1, f (S,dS , Er ) = 2 < z and the next hyperedge E3 = {2} is
generated causing f (S,dS , Er ) = 4 = z and node 2 having
the maximum coverage of 1 is selected. BCA stops as |S | = 2.
Upper-bound function. The f (S,dS , Er ) function pro-
vides a trade-off between solution quality and time/memory
usage. On one hand, the tighter bounds provided by f (S,dS , Er )
delay the selection of nodes in BCA. That intuitively leads
to a better solution. On the other hand, tighter bounds of-
ten require more time and space to find. We will present 5
different upper-bound functions with varying quality and
time/memory relation.
Reduced sketchEr .By onlymaintaining a reduced sketch
Er of uncovered hyperedges, BCA has a strong advantage of
throwing out (considerably many) unnecessary hyperedges
reducing (considerable) memory space, up to 100x in practice
(see Table 4). This is in stark contrast to existing approaches,
e.g. Hedge[19], Y-alg[33], IMM[31], DSSA[25], that have to
store all generated hyperedges.
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Maintaining reduced sketch. To guarantee, linear-time
update for our reduced sketch, we store our sketch using an
incidence graph and apply a lazy removal strategy.
The incidence graph maintains mappings between nodes
in V and hyperedges in Er as well as the reversed index.
Specifically, each nodes u ∈ V has a list of incident hyper-
edges and vice versus, each hyperedge has a list of nodes
contained in it. Adding hyperedges to the incidence graph is
straightforward and takes only linear time.
Removing hyperedges. When a new node u is selected into
the solution (Line 11, BCA), we need to remove from the
sketch all hyperedges that covered by u (Line 12, BCA). That
is we need to 1) remove all the corresponding hyperedges
from the incidence graph and 2) remove those hyperedges
from all the incident lists of all nodes that appear in those
hyperedges. A naive approach will incur expensive cost.
Lazy removal. Upon removing a hyperedge, we simply
mark that hyperedge “deleted” without actual removal of the
hyperedges and updating the incident lists of the affected
nodes. We, however, keep a count of how many entries in
the incidence graph are removed, thus, knowing the ratio
between the amount of “trash” contained in the incidence
graph.
Whenever the fraction of “trash” in the incidence graph ex-
ceeds a predefined constantα , set to be 1/3 in our experiment,
we invoke a ‘cleaning’ routine. The ‘cleaning’ routine will
simply reconstruct the incidence graph from scratch, remov-
ing all marked for removal hyperedges. This batch removal
of hyperedges guarantees linear amortized time complexity
for hyperedges removal in terms of the hyperedges’ size.
3.2 Analysis for an arbitrary threshold z
Solution guarantee analysis. We show that BCA algo-
rithm returns S with coveragedS ≥ (1−(1− 1k )k )·z ≥ (1− 1e )·z
for any given threshold z, providing ‘sufficiently tight’ upper-
bound function f (S,dS , Er ).
Denoted by opt, the running maximum coverage, defined
as the maximum coverage of any k nodes on the full sketch
Ef . Here, the full sketch refers to the collection of all the
hyperedges that have been generated. Clearly, Er , Ef , and
opt varies during the run-time of the algorithm. Thus, before
using Er , Ef and opt, we will specify the moment at which
they are defined.
Particularly, at the termination of BCA with T generated
hyperedges, we will use the notations E(T )r , E(T )f and opt(T )
for Er , Ef , and opt, respectively.
Let
fr (S,dS , Er ) = dS + k ·max
v<S
Cov(v, Er ), (9)
termed the requirement function.We first show that fr (S,dS , Er )
provides an upper-bound for opt.
Lemma 2. After generating hyperedge Ej (Line 6, Alg. 1),
the requirement function fr (S,dS , Er ) satisfies
fr (S,dS , Er ) ≥ opt. (10)
Proof. Consider the moment after sampling any hyper-
edge Ej , the full sketch Ef is composed of two parts: the
reduced sketch Er and hyperedges that are covered by S ,
i.e., Ef \Er . Thus, |Ef \Er | = dS . We have Cov(S∗, Ef \Er ) ≤
|Ef \Er | ≤ dS . Since Cov is a monotone and submodular
function [20], thus, Cov(S∗, Er ) ≤ k · maxv<S Cov(v, Er ).
Therefore,
opt = Cov(S∗, Ef \Er )+Cov(S∗, Er ) ≤ dS+k ·max
v<S
Cov(v, Er ).
□
We show that for any upper-bound function f (S,dS , Er )
that is, at least, as ‘tight’ as the requirement function, then
the coverage of the returned solution S is also a constant
factor close to opt(T ).
Lemma 3. Let ⟨T , S,dS ⟩ be the output of BCA for an integer
z > 0 and ρk = 1 −
(
1 − 1k
)k ≥ 1 − 1e . For any function
f (S,dS , Er ) satisfying the condition
opt ≤ f (S,dS , Er ) ≤ fr (S,dS , Er )
for all the moments after generating Ej , 1 ≤ j ≤ T , then
z ≥ opt(T ) ≥ dS ≥ ρkz. (11)
Proof. The proof consists of two components.
• ProvingCov(S, E(T )f ) ≥ ρkz. Consider the moment when
we add the ith node (Line 11, Alg. 1), denoted byui , into S for
i = 1..k . Denote by d−i and d+i the values of dS right before
and right after adding the node, respectively. We also define
d+0 = 0.
Since dS is non-decreasing, we have d+i−1 ≤ d−i ≤ d+i , ∀i =
1..k . Consider the moment right before the selection of ui ,
f (S,dS , Er ) ≥ z
⇒ dS + k ·Cov(ui , Er ) ≥ z (due to the lemma condition)
⇒ d−i + k · (d+i − d−i ) ≥ z, for i = 1..k
⇒ d+i ≥ d−i +
z − d−i
k
, for i = 1..k (12)
Therefore,
z − d+i ≤ z −
(
d−i +
z − d−i
k
)
=
(
1 − 1
k
) (
z − d−i
)
≤
(
1 − 1
k
) (
z − d+i−1
)
. (13)
Apply the above inequality recursively, we yield
z − d+k ≤
(
1 − 1
k
) (
z − d+k−1
)
≤ ... ≤
(
1 − 1
k
)k (
z − d+0
)
=
(
1 − 1
k
)k
z. (14)
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It follows that
Cov(S, E(T )f ) ≥ d+k ≥
(
1 −
(
1 − 1
k
)k )
z = ρkz. (15)
• Proving z ≥ opt(T ). Let ET be the last hyperedge gener-
ated in Line 6. Consider the moment right before generating
ET (before Line 6). Then, we have
opt ≤ f (S,dS , Er ) < z. (16)
Note that both opt and z are integer, we obtain
opt(T ) ≤ opt + 1 ≤ z. (17)
Since, adding the last hyperedge can only change opt by at
most one, we yield the proof. □
Compared to the bound of (1 − 1e )opt(T ) returned by tra-
ditional greedy algorithm [22] on T generated hyperedges,
the quality guarantee of BCA is stronger since z ≥ opt(T ).
The requirement function dS + k maxv<S Cov(v, Er ).
The simplest upper-bound function that satisfies the condi-
tion in Lemma 3 is f (S,dS , Er ) = dS +k ·maxv<S Cov(v, Er ),
namely requirement function. We will analyze the complex-
ity of BCA using this function and will present other more
sophisticated upper-bound functions with space and time
complexity in Section 5.
Complexity analysis. The space and time complexities
of BCA algorithm for any z are shown in the following.
Lemma 4. BCA algorithm with any z and the requirement
function fr (S,dS , Er ) uses O( z ·nk ) space and O(z · n) time.
Proof. Consider two cases:
• The moment after generating any hyperedge Ej for
j < T , then f (S,dS , Er ) < z, thus, Cov(v, Er ) < z−dSk .• Themoment after generating ET , then f (S,dS , Er ) ≥ z.
We see that right before adding the hyperedge ET that
makes f (S,dS , Er ) ≥ z, Cov(v, Er ) < z−dSk . Hence,
by only generating one more hyperedge ET , the cov-
erage of any node can only increase by 1, i.e., ∀v ∈
V ,Cov(v, Er ) < z−dSk + 1.
Thus, Cov(v, Er ) < z−dSk + 1 ≤ zk + 1 at all time. Since there
are n nodes, the space is bounded by ( zk + 1)n = O( z ·nk ).
The time complexity is linear to the total size of all the
observed hyperedges which is O(z · n) due to the fact that
the maximum coverage of any node on all the observed
hyperedges never exceeds z + 1 and there are n nodes. □
Prefix Solution Property. An interesting characteristic
of our BCA algorithms is that any prefix of the returned
solution is also (1 − 1/e)-optimal for the same size. That
means the first k ′ ≤ k nodes in S is at least (1 − 1/e) the
maximum coverage of k ′ nodes.
Lemma 5. Any prefix set Sk ′ of sizek ′ ≤ k of S is an (1−1/e)-
approximate solution of size k ′ on the generated hyperedges,
i.e.
Cov(Sk ′, E(T )f ) ≥ ρk ′opt
(T )
k ′ (18)
where opt(T )k ′ is the maximum coverage of size-k
′ sets.
This property follows from a corollary of Lemma 3 that
the coverage of Sk ′ satisfiesCov(Sk ′, E(T )f ) ≥ (1−(1−1/k)k
′)z
and z remains to be an upper-bound for size k ′.
3.3 Analysis of threshold z∗ for achieving
(1 − 1/e − ϵ) approximation guarantee
Solution guarantee analysis.The following theorem states
that with a large enough z, BCA returns a near-optimal so-
lution for k-cover on the hypergraphH . That is for
z = z∗ = O
(
ϵ−2k logn
)
,
the returned solution Sz∗ will satisfy
Pr
[
Covw (Sz∗ ) ≥ (1 − 1/e − ϵ)OPT
] ≥ 1 − δ . (19)
For fixed 0 < p < 1, e.g.,p = 1/n, andT ∗ = O (ϵ−2k logn 1OPT ) ,
defined later in Eq. 44, we first prove that the number of hy-
peredges T is close to T ∗.
Lemma 6. For 0 < p < 1, with z = z∗, T , the number of
hyperedges acquired by BCA satisfies that
Pr[T ∗ ≤ T ≤ cT ∗] ≥ 1 − 4/p,
where constant c = (1+ϵ2)(1−ϵ2)(1−1/e) .The proof, using concentration inequalities on all subset
of size k , is presented in the appendix.
In the following, we prove that within the bounded range
of acquired hyperedges, the return solution is at least (1 −
1/e − ϵ) of the optimal solution with high probability.
For some fixed constant α > 0, we divide the interval
[T ∗, cT ∗] into ⌈log1+α c⌉ smaller ones [Li ,Ui ] with i taking
values from 1 to
⌈
log1+α c
⌉
, i.e. Li = T ∗(1 + α)i−1 and Ui =
T ∗(1+α)i . Recall thatα is a small positive number, i.e.α = 0.1.
Since T ∗ ≤ T ≤ cT ∗, T falls into at least one of these small
intervals. Hence, we will show that when T falls within any
interval, the returned seed set is at least (1− 1/e −ϵ) optimal.
Lemma 7. For the interval [T ∗, cT ∗], BCA returns an (1 −
1/e − ϵ)-approximate solution with probability at least 1 −⌈
log1+α c
⌉ 4
p .
We are now ready to prove the main theorem.
Theorem 1. For 0 < ϵ < 1 − 1/e, 0 < δ < 1, let
z∗ = O
(
ϵ−2k logn
)
, (20)
where the exact form of z∗ is given in Eq. (43) in the proof.
BCA with z = z∗ and f (S,dS , Er ) ≤ fr (S,dS , Er ) returns an
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(1−1/e −ϵ)-approximate solution Sz∗ with probability at least
(1 − δ ),
Pr
[
Covw (Sz∗ ) ≥ (1 − 1/e − ϵ)OPT
] ≥ 1 − δ . (21)
Proof. From Lemmas 6 and 7, BCA returns an (1−1/e−ϵ)-
approximate solution with probability of at least 1 − 4p −⌈
log1+α c
⌉ 4
p . Thus, in order to provide the quality guarantee
with the desirable probability 1 − δ , we need to set p such
that
4
p
+
⌈
log1+α c
⌉ 4
p
= δ
⇒ p = 4(1 +
⌈
log1+α c
⌉)
δ
. (22)
That completes the proof of Theorem 1. □
Complexity analysis. The time and space complexities
of BCA depend on the upper-bound function deployed. As-
suming that the requirement function f (S,dS , Er ) = dS +
k ·maxv<S Cov(v, Er ), which can be computed efficiently by
storing the coverage of every node and updating their orders,
is employed, we show the time and space complexities of
BCA to provide (1−1/e −ϵ)-approximation factor as a direct
corollary of Lemma 4.
Theorem 2. BCA algorithm with z = z∗ and the require-
ment function fr (S,dS , Er ) usesO( z∗nk ) = O(ϵ−2n logn) space
and runs in O(z∗n) = O(ϵ−2nk logn) time.
Remark: Although setting z = z∗ in BCA guarantees an
(1 − 1/e − ϵ)-approximation ratio, the fixed value z∗ may
be too conservative and a much smaller value may suffice
to provide a satisfactory solution. We propose an efficient
search procedure for large enough z to provide the same
approximation guarantee in the next section.
4 ADAPTIVE SAMPLING ALGORITHM
We propose a dynamic threshold algorithm, namely DTA,
that searches for the smallest sufficient threshold z to provide
an (1 − 1/e − ϵ)-approximate solution. To cope with the
dependency arising from multiple guesses of the threshold,
we incorporate adaptive sampling technique with BCA.
4.1 Adaptive Sampling Algorithm
To avoid the fixed setting of z = z∗ in BCA in order to obtain
an (1−1/e−ϵ)-approximate solution, our Dynamic Threshold
Algorithm (DTA) makes multiple guesses of the threshold
z and runs BCA algorithm to find a candidate solution Sz .
Then, Sz is verified whether it meets the quality requirement
of (1−1/e−ϵ)-optimality by an empirical quality assessment
(Lines 11-14). The details are given in Algorithm 2.
DTA runs on a geometric grid of guessed thresholds z
(Line 3). For each z, we run in parallel: 1) BCA algorithm
with threshold z to find a new candidate solution Sz that will
Algorithm 2: DTA - Dynamic Threshold Algorithm
Input: A selection budget k and ϵ,δ
Output: An (1 − 1/e − ϵ)-approximate solution set Sk
1 Let z∗ defined in Theorem 1 and i0,δ ′ follow Eq. (26), (27);
2 Let β = 0.1, Sc = ∅ and UB = 0;
3 for z ∈
{
z∗
2i0 ,
z∗
2i0−1 , . . . , z
∗
}
do
4 dc = 0;
5 In parallel do:
6 • < Tz , Sz ,dz >= BCA(k, z);
7 • for each hyperedge Ej in BCA(k, z) do
8 if Sc ∩ Ej , ∅ then
9 dc = dc + 1;
10 Nj = #received hyperedges till Ej ;
11 if Sc , ∅ and Nj =
⌈(1 + β)t ⌉ then
12 LB = fL(Nj ,dc/Nj ,δ ′,Nj );
13 if ρS = LBUB ≥ 1 − 1/e − ϵ then
14 return Sz ;
15 tu =
⌈
log1+β (Tz )
⌉
, UB = fU (Tz , z/Tz ,δ ′,
⌈(1 + β)tu ⌉);
16 Sc = Sz ;
17 return Sz∗ ;
be checked in the next iteration (Line 16) and 2) the quality
assessment of the current candidate solution Sc . Note that
for the first round i0, the assessment is disabled since there
is no candidate solution Sc = ∅.
Quality assessment for Sc . The quality of Sc , denoted
by ρS , is evaluated as
ρS =
LB
UB
, (23)
where
• UB = fU
(
Tz , z/Tz ,δ ′,
⌈(1 + β)tu ⌉ ) provides an upper-
bound ofOPTwith probability 1−δ ′. This bound is ap-
plied on the closest point larger thanTz on a geometric
grid of the number of hyperedges. It is computed once
after every run of BCA with a threshold z (Line 14).
• LB = fL(Nj ,dc/Nj ,δ ′,Nj ) provides a lower-bound on
the quality of candidate solution Sc with probability
1 − δ ′. This function is called on a geometric grid on
hyperedges observed by BCA (Lines 10-13).
The detailed formulations are provided in Eq. (54) and (53)
in our appendix and satisfy the following properties.
Lemma 8. The lower-bound LB = fL(Nj ,dc/Nj ,δ ′,Nj ) and
upper-bound UB = fU
(
Tz , z/Tz ,δ ′,
⌈(1 + β)t ⌉ ) satisfy
Pr [LB ≤ Covw (Sz )] ≥ 1 − δ ′, (24)
Pr [UB ≥ OPT] ≥ 1 − δ ′. (25)
DTA compares ρS with the desired approximation guaran-
tee (1− 1/e − ϵ) and stops when ρS ≥ (1− 1/e − ϵ) (Line 12).
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Internal constant settings. The two constants i0 and δ ′
decides the first threshold z∗2i0 and the success probability of
DTA. We set i0 to be the smallest integer such that z∗/2i0 ≥
(2 + 2/3ϵ) log(1/δ )/ϵ2 which is the threshold on the optimal
coverage [8] if we want to estimate it with high precision:
i0 =
⌈
log2
z∗ϵ2
(2 + 2/3ϵ) log(1/δ )
⌉
, (26)
δ ′ =
δ
2 log2(z∗) log1+β (cT ∗)
, (27)
where T ∗ and c are defined in Theorem 1 with OPT set to
the smallest possible value k (to make it computable).
4.2 The Analysis
Adaptive Sampling. The DTA algorithm generates hyper-
edges adaptively which means that the test (Line 4 in Al-
gorithm 2) performed on the hyperedges generated so far
determines whether it terminates right there or more hyper-
edges are necessary. This introduces dependency between
the stopping time at which the algorithm terminates and the
correctness of achieving an (1 − 1/e − ϵ)-approximate solu-
tion. This stopping time is also a random variable depending
on the obtained hyperedges. Thus, we cannot apply a typical
concentration bound.
To cope with the random stopping time, we adopt concen-
tration inequalities on weakly-dependent random variables
from martingale theory. These inequalities transform the
bounds holding at a deterministic time t to bounds that hold
at every point of time up to t (see Lemma 11).
Based on Lemma 8, we prove quality guarantee of DTA.
Theorem 3. Given 0 < ϵ < 1−1/e, 0 < δ < 1,DTA returns
an (1 − 1/e − ϵ)-approximate solution with a probability of at
least 1 − 7δ/3.
The proof are presented in our appendix. Thus, to achieve
the desired solution guarantee with a specific probability
1 − δ˜ , we set δ = 3δ˜/7 (used in our experiments). The space
and time complexities of DTA are bounded as follows.
Theorem 4. DTA uses only O(ϵ−2n logn) space and runs
in time O(ϵ−2kn logn).
Proof. Since the space complexity of BCAwith threshold
z isO( znk ) and DTA is dominated by the last call to BCAwith
the maximum threshold z∗ in term of memory usage, DTA
uses O( z∗nk ) = O(ϵ−2n logn) = O˜(ϵ2n) space. Note that the
quality assessment does not incur extra space for storing
hyperedges.
As shown by Lemma 4, assuming requirement upper-
bound function, each run of BCA with threshold z uses
O(z ·n) time. Note that the quality assessment uses the same
amount of timeO(z ·n). Thus, the time complexity of DTA is
O(( z∗2i0 + z
∗
2i0−1 + · · · + z∗) · n) = O(z∗n) = O(ϵ−2nk logn). □
4.3 Comparison to Recent Adaptive
Schemes [25, 29]
Adaptive sampling was used in SSA and DSSA [25] 2. The
main idea is an out-of-sample validation scheme that uses two
separate pools of samples: one for finding solution and one
for validating the found solution. The algorithm returns the
solution if passing the validation, otherwise, it doubles the
number of hyperedges and starts over.
DSSA also construct an upper bound on the optimal solution
using the candidate solutions and the fact that the candidate
solution is 1 − 1/e optimal on the first pool of samples. The
lower-bound on the candidate solution is found via a concen-
tration inequality using the second pool of samples [26].
A recentwork in [29] also follows out-of-sample-validation
approach and improves the upper-bound on the optimal solu-
tion using the online bound from Leskovec [18] and improve
the lower-bound on the candidate solution via a slightly
stronger concentration inequality.
Although our proposed DTA algorithm shares the idea of
adaptive sampling and empirical quality bound, there are
critical difference in our approach
• Space efficiency. DTA uses a reduced sketch to pro-
vide the same approximation gurantee in only O˜(n)
space, a factor k reduction comparing to DSSA, SSA,
and other methods that store all samples before invok-
ing the greedy algorithm for max-coverage.
• Stronger assessment bound.DTA uses a tighter qual-
ity bound (Lemma 8) and assessment methods that
further reduces the number of samples. In this work,
we provide new data structure to efficiently update
the online bound from [18, 29], termed top-k function.
We also derive other bounds including requirement
functions and dual-fitting bounds.
5 EXTENSIONS
We discuss different upper-bound functions for BCA algo-
rithm and extend it for the budgeted and weighted versions
of the k-cover problem and for a streaming data model.
5.1 Other Upper-bound Functions
We present 3 other upper-bound functions that satisfy the
requirements for BCA and analyze their complexities.
Top-k function f (S,dS , Er ) = dS +∑v ∈top−k Cov(v, Er ).
The top − k is the set of k nodes with largest coverages
over the reduced sketch Er . Similarly to the argument for
the requirement function, this top-k upper bound satisfies
opt ≤ dS +∑v ∈top−k Cov(v, Er ) ≤ dS +k ·maxv<S Cov(v, Er ).
This upper-bound function is a special case of the online
2The original version of the papers [25] contains flaws [13] that have been
addressed in the extended version [26]
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bound in [18] that is applicable for any monotone submodu-
lar function.
Unlike the requirement function, that can be updated
within linear time during insertion/deletion of hyperedges,
a naive approach for updating the Top-k upper-bound can
incur anO(k) cost per insertion/deletion of hyperedges, mak-
ing the BCA inefficient.
Fast Top-k function update using stepwise-heap: To com-
pute
∑
v ∈top−k Cov(v, Er ) quickly and the node with max-
imum coverage (Lines 7), we use a data structure, called
Stepwise-Heap, that maintains an increasing order of nodes
according the their hyperdegrees. When adding/removing
a hyperedge Ej , the stepwise-heap can be updated in a lin-
ear times in terms of |Ej |. This data structure is essential
to keep the time complexity for the BCA algorithm low, i.e.,
O(ϵ−2nk logn).
Specifically, our stepwise-heap stores nodes inV using an
array. The nodes are kept in a non-decreasing order of their
(hyper) degrees. All nodes with the same (hyper) degree i
belong to the same “bucket” i and the starting position of
the bucket i is tracked by a variable bi , for i = 0..z. Initially,
all the nodes are in bucket 0.
Adding/removing a hyperedge Ej : When a hyperedge is
added (Line 6), the degree of a node u node in the hyperedge
will increase from d(u) to d(u) + 1 and will be moved from
the bucket d(u) to d(u) + 1. In fact, we only need to swap
u with the node at the end of bucket d(u) and decrease the
value of b(d(u) + 1) by one. This takes O(1) time for each
node in Ej andO(|Ej |) in total. We can remove an hyperedge
in a similar way, swapping each node u ∈ Ej with the node
at the beginnning of bucket d(u) and increase b(d(u)) by one.
Updating the value of Top-k function: Initially, top-k sum is
zero. We keep track the bucket and the position of the top-k
during addition/removal of hyperedges. During the update
(either adding or removing), each node u ∈ Ej will change
the value of the sum of top-k by at most one, and can be kept
tracked in O(1). Thus, the sum of top-k can be kept tracked
in O(|Ej |) during the adding/removing of Ej .
Dual Fitting Upper-bound Functions.We can find the
exact bound that matches the optimal value using Integer Lin-
ear Programming (ILP), unfortunately the time complexity
would be exponential and cannot solve even small problems.
We devise a dual fitting bound that bases on the dual form
of the Linear Programming relaxation (LP) of the problem.
The LP relaxation and dual forms are as follows.
Primal form (LP)
max
m∑
i=1
yi s.t.
yi −
∑
vj ∈Ei
x j ≤ 0 (∀i = 1..m)
n∑
j=1
x j ≤ k, x j ≥ 0 (∀j = 1..n)
0 ≤ yi ≤ 1, (∀i = 1..m)
Dual form (dual fitting - DF)
min
(
kt +
m∑
i=1
zi
)
s.t.
t −
∑
Ei ∋vj
fi ≥ 0 (∀j = 1..n)
zi + fi ≥ 1 (∀i = 1..m)
t , zi , fi ≥ 0 (∀i = 1..m)
Any feasible solution of the dual program provides an
upper-bound due to the weak duality theorem and the opti-
mal bound of this type is obtained by an exact LP solver. We
call this bound LP which has high time complexity [5].
We develop a fast algorithm, namely DF (dual fitting), that
does not solve the dual program to optimality but delivers
good practical performance. The algorithm starts with the
setting of variables: for those hyperedges Ei covered by S ,
set zi = 1, fi = 0; for the rest of hyperedges, zi = 0, fi = 1. It
consists in two operations: Increase-t and Decrease-t that ad-
just the value of t and fi , zi to a feasible solution while trying
to reduce the value of objective function
(
kt +
∑m
i=1 zi
)
.
2-Dimensional Relax Dual Fitting. The dual form can
be simplified based on an observation that for the optimal
solution, all the constraints zi + fi ≥ 1,∀i = 1..m must
be tight. That is because if there is an untight constraint
zi + fi > 1, we can decrease the value of zi to make it tight
resulting in better objective value. Thus, we can eliminate
the variables fi completely and replace fi by 1 − zi with a
range constraint that 0 ≤ zi ≤ 1.
We relax the resulted dual program to reduce the size
all the way down to a 2-dimensional problem as follows:
Assign value α ∈ [0, 1] to variables zi that their corresponding
hyperedges Ei are covered by S and assign 0 for the others.
Hence, we obtain the following 2-dimensional relaxed dual
program with two variables, α and t .
2-Dimensional dual fitting (DF-2D)
min (kt + αdS ) (28)
s.t. t − (Di − αSi ) ≥ 0 (∀i = 1..n) (29)
t ≥ 0, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1
Note that by setting α = 1, the resulted objective value
comes back to the requirement function. Thus, the optimal
α at least gives a tighter upper-bound than the first require-
ment function.
The 2D dual program can be solved efficiently in linear
time O(n) and constant time to update if a new constraint
is added into the program [21]. Similarly to the two other
upper-bound functions, DF-2D requires only O(ϵ−2n logn)
space and constant time to update in expectation [21].
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5.2 Budgeted k-cover
The budgeted k-cover imposes a cost cv of selecting node v
and has a budget L for the total cost of all the selected nodes.
That means we can only select a set of nodes whose total cost
is at most L. Without loss of generality, assume L ≥ cv ,∀v ∈
V , otherwise, we can just ignore those nodes with cost more
than L. We adapt BCA algorithm for this budgeted version
to return an (1 − 1/√e)-approximate solution as follows:
• Change the second requirement (R2) on the upper-
bound function from f (S, E) ≤ k · maxv<S Cov(v, E)
to f (S, E) ≤ L ·maxv<S∪Q Cov(v,E)cv where Q is the set
of nodes that have maximum ratio of coverage over
cost but are not added to S due to their costs exceed the
remaining budget L − cS . To satisfy this requirement,
the similar three possible upper-bound functions can
be applied:
– The requirement function which matches the second
condition above.
– The top-k functionwhen nodes are ranked according
to the ratio of coverage to cost and k is the first value
such that
∑
v ∈top−k cv ≥ L.
– A dual bound is derived similarly to the case of un-
weighted by solving a linear program in 2D.
• A nodev is added to S when: 1) the condition in Line 5
of Alg. 1 is met; 2) v is the node with maximum ratio
of coverage over its cost; and 3) the cost cv does not
exceed the remaining budget L−dS . The algorithm ter-
minates when all the remaining unselected nodes have
costs greater than the leftover budget L − cS . During
acquiring the hyperedges, it also maintains the node
vmax with maximum hyperdegree dmax among all the
nodes inV with respect to all the acquired hyperedges.
When terminated, the algorithm returns the current
solution set S if dS ≥ dmax or vmax otherwise.
• The threshold z∗ at whichBCA returns an (1−1/√e−ϵ)-
approximate solution is modified to
z∗ = O(ϵ−2km logn), (30)
where km is size of the largest set whose cost is at
most L. The value of z∗ is set by the observation that
in the worst case, we need to bound the bad events in
(45) for all sets of size at most km . In the uniform case
with cost 1 for every node, we consider all sets of size
at most k .
The approximation guarantee and complexity of our adapted
BCA are shown as follows.
Theorem 5. The DTA algorithm adapted for the budgeted
k-cover problem gives an (1 − e−0.5 − ϵ)-approximate solution
and usesO( cmaxcmin n logn)memory space where cmax and cmin are
max and min costs of selecting nodes.
5.2.1 Approximation guarantee in Theorem 5. Let r be the
number of selection iterations at which the stopping con-
dition in Line 5 of Alg. 1 is met until the first set from the
optimal solution is considered but not added to S due to
causing exceeding the remaining budget L − cS . Let l be the
number of sets added to S in the first r iterations. Note that
r ≥ 2 and l ≥ 1 since every node has cost smaller than L. Let
ci be the cost of the ith node added to S .
We prove the lemma in two steps:
• Prove d+i ≥
[
1 −∏ij=1 (1 − c jL ) ] · z. From the selection
criterion of nodes into S , we have that ∀i = 1, . . . , l + 1,
d−i + f (S, E) ≥ z
⇒ d−i + L maxv<S∪Q
Cov(v, E)
cv
≥ z
⇒ d−i +
L
ci
(d+i − d−i ) ≥ z
⇒ d+i − d−i ≥
ci
L
(z − d−i ) (31)
We prove the statement using induction. First, with i = 1, it
obviously hold that d+1 ≥ c1L z. For any 1 < i ≤ l + 1, we have
d+i = d
−
i + (d+i − d−i ) ≥ d−i +
ci
L
(z − d−i )
≥
(
1 − ci
L
)
d−i +
ci
L
z ≥
(
1 − ci
L
)
d+i−1 +
ci
L
z
≥
(
1 − ci
L
) (
1 −
i−1∏
j=1
(
1 − c j
L
))
· z + ci
L
· z
≥
(
1 −
i∏
j=1
(
1 − c j
L
))
· z (32)
• Prove Cov(T )(S) ≥ (1 − 1/√e)optk . If there exists a node
v covering at least z2 , then our modified budgeted BCA algo-
rithm will guarantee to return a set with coverage at least
z
2 or have approximation ratio of at least
1
2 . Otherwise, let
consider the case that none of the nodes have coverage more
than z2 . Under this consideration, if the returned set S has
cS ≤ L2 , then all other nodes V \S have costs at least L2 (oth-
erwise, it can be added to S). Thus, the optimal solution S∗z
on acquired hyperedges contains at most 1 node in V \S . Ad-
ditionally, since every node has coverage at most z2 , we find
thatCov(T )(S ∩S∗z ) ≥ z2 implying dS ≥ z2 . On the other hand,
if cS ≥ L2 or L ≤ 2cS , from inequality (32), we have,
d+l ≥
(
1 −
l∏
j=1
(
1 − c j
L
))
· z
≥
(
1 −
(
1 − 12l
) l )
· z ≥
(
1 − 1√
e
)
· z. (33)
5.2.2 Space complexity in Theorem 5. By setting z to the
modified value of z∗, similarly to proof of Theorem 1, it
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Table 4: Comparison of reduced sketch (RS) and full sketch (FS) on different problems for k = 100 and ϵ = 0.05.
Sketch Size Time (s) Quality (%)
Problems Data #nodes #edges RS FS Reduction RS FS RS FS
Dominating Set DBLP 655K 2M 21M 59M 2.8x 3 3 22 22
Orkut 3M 234M 240M 18.3G 76x 47 1048 87 89
Twiter 41.7M 1.5B 53M 7.6G 144x 27 457 73 74
Influence Maximiation DBLP 655K 2M 54M 152M 2.8x 18.7 16 0.31 0.32
Orkut 3M 234M 20.8M 858M 41x 152 1723 69 68
Twiter 41.7M 1.5B 2.7G 61G 22x 9614 9573 24 25
Lanmark Selection DBLP 655K 2M 1M 3.9M 3.9x 78 90 22 22
Orkut 3M 234M 496K 4.3M 8.7x 110 108 62 67
Twiter 41.7M 1.5B 6.8M 58M 8.5x 1216 1438 58 60
provides an (1 − e−0.5 − ϵ)-approximation ratio and uses
O( cmaxcmin n logn)-memory space due to the selection criterion,
dS + f (S,dS , Er ) ≤ z∗
⇒ Cov(v, Er ) · L
cv
≤ O(ϵ−2km logn)
⇒ Cov(v, Er ) ≤ O
(
ϵ−2
cv · km logn
L
)
≤ O
(
ϵ−2
cmax
cmin
logn
)
(34)
The last inequality is based on the observations that cv ≤
cmax and L ≥ km · cmin. Thus, the maximum total space is
O
(
cmax
cmin
ϵ−2n logn
)
. The same results hold for DTA algorithm
on the updated z∗.
6 EXPERIMENTS
We conduct extensive experiments to assess the performance
of our proposed approaches on three representative appli-
cations: k-dominating set, influence maximization, and land
mark selection. The definitions of the applications can be
found in section 2.1.
First, we assess the effectiveness of our reduced sketch in
Subsec. 6.1 following by the comparison of our algorithms
with the state-of-the-art approaches for each application in
Subsec. 6.2 to 6.4
Metrics. The comparisons are done using the following
three metrics.
• Running time.We measure the total running time of
each algorithm in seconds.
• Sketch size.Wemeasure the size of the sketches used
by the compared algorithms. The sketch size is mea-
sured as themaximumnumber of elements in the sketches
(e.g. the total size of the incident lists in the incidence
graph) through the run-time, multiplied by the size of
the data type to store the elements (8 bytes for inte-
gers).
• Quality.We measure the quality of a solution S as the
(expected) coverage of the solution. For k-Dominating
set, the coverage is the number of 2-hop neighbors cov-
ered by S . For Influencemaximization [16], wemeasure
the quality as the expected fraction of influenced nodes.
For Landmark selection, the quality of S is measured as
the expected fraction of node pairs with shortest path
passing through a node in S . The expected values are
estimated within a relative error of 1% and a confident
1 − 1/n following the approach in [23].
Datasets.We evaluate the algorithms for the 3 applications
on three popular real-world networks from [1, 17] with sizes
from millions to 1.5 billion edges (see Table 4)
We obtain the implementations of all algorithms by the
authors. DSSA is the latest version after being fixed [26]. In
comparisonwith other algorithms,DTA uses the requirement
function and later, we study different upper-bound functions
and their effects to the performance of BCA/DTA.
Experimental Environment. All the experiments are run
on a cluster of 16 Linux machines, each of which has a
2.30Ghz Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 v3 40 core proces-
sor and 256GB of RAM. We limit the running time of each
algorithm to be within 12 hours and memory to 200GB.
6.1 Full Sketch vs. Reduced sketch
We compare our reduced sketch Er with the full sketch, in
which all hyperedges are stored before invoking the greedy
algorithm to solve the max-k-coverage.
We first run DTA with the basic requirement function and
ϵ = 0.05,δ = 1/n,k = 100 and obtain the peak total size of
the reduced and full sketch. Then on the same set of hyper-
edges generated by DTA without removing any hyperedges,
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Figure 1: Performance for k-Dominating Set with varying k and ϵ = 0.1. DTA reduces sketch size and time up by
factors as large as 1000+ while providing comparable solution quality.
termed full sketch Ef , we run the greedy algorithm [22] on
Ef .
The time, sketch size, and quality for the two sketching
methods are shown in Table 4. Across all three applications,
the reduced sketch provide solutions with comparable solu-
tion quality and running time. However, the reduced sketch
reduce the space up to several orders of magnitude. For example,
on Twitter, the reduction factors for the three applications
are 144x, 22x, and 8.5x, respectively.
6.2 Results on k-Dominating Set
We compare DTA with an adaptation of Hedge [19] for the
k-dominating set problem. The extensions are straightfor-
ward by replacing the sampling procedure and keep all the
other settings and assumptions to provide the (1 − 1/e − ϵ)
approximation guarantee. The experiment results are shown
in Fig. 1. The proposed DTA is several orders of magnitude
faster and using several orders less space, while providing
comparable solution quality. For example, on Twitter, DTA
uses 3735x less space and 19x faster for k = 10.Hedge cannot
complete within the time/space limit for other values of k .
6.3 Results on Influence Maximization
We compare DTA with IMM [31] and DSSA [25] RIS-based
algorithms that provide (1−1/e−ϵ) approximation guarantee.
The algorithms are compared on the popular independent
cascade (IC) model [16] and the probabilities on the edges are
selected at random from {0.1, 0.01, 0.001} following [6, 7, 14].
This settings of weights has been shown to be challenging
in recent studies [2, 30].
The results are shown in Fig. 2. Unfortunately, none of
the two algorithms IMM [31] and DSSA [24] can complete
within the time/space limit on Orkut and Twitter. Thus, only
the results for DBLP are available.
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Figure 2: Influence Maximization experiments across different k on DBLP network with ϵ = 0.1.
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Figure 3: Landmark Selection experiments across different k on DBLP network with ϵ = 0.1.
On DBLP, DTA use 122x less space than IMM and 2.6x
less space than DSSA. All algorithms produce solutions with
similar quality. We note that on bigger network the reduction
in space will be much larger. Unfortunately, none of the two
algorithms can complete in the larger networks.
6.4 Results on Landmark Selection
For landmark selection, we compare DTA with Y-alg [33]
state-of-the-art algorithm for Landmark selection (aka cover-
age centrality maximizations). Note that Y-alg only provide
(arguably weaker) addictive theoretical guarantees (see Ta-
ble 1).
The results are consistent with those in the previous appli-
cations. DTA uses 24 time less space and runs 59 times faster
than Y-alg, while providing comparable solution quality.
Overall, our reduced sketch approach reduces the space up
to several orders of magnitude while providing comparable
running time and solution quality. The proposed algorithm
DTA with adaptive sampling technique can further reduces
the number of samples to provide 1 − 1/e − ϵ approximation
guarantee. Thus, DTA, with optimal approximation guarantee
and optimal space complexity, and practical scalability pro-
vides an ideal solutions for k-cover and related applications.
7 CONCLUSION
We introduce a simple, space and time-efficient algorithmic
framework, called BCA, that finds a near-optimal (1−1/e−ϵ)-
approximate solution for the fundamental k-cover problem.
Our algorithms only requires O(ϵ−2n logn)-space thanks to
reduced sketch feature, O(ϵ−2kn logn)-time and can be eas-
ily extended to budgeted, weighted versions. The empirical
results show a leap performance benefit in saving time and
memory in various applications of k-cover in comparison
existing algorithms.
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8 CONCENTRATION INEQUALITIES
We use the following concentration inequality.
Lemma 9. Let X (i)S , i = 1..N be N Bernoulli random vari-
ables with the same mean 0 ≤ µS ≤ 1 defined in Eq. (5). Then
for any x ≥ 0,
Pr
[
max
1≤j≤N
 j∑
i=1
(X (i)S − µS )
 ≥ x ] ≤
2 exp
( −x2
2(N µS (1 − µS ) + 13x)
)
.
To prove the above concentration inequality, we use the
following general Hoeffding’s bounds for supermartingales
stated in Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.1 of [11]:
Lemma 10 ([11]). Assume that (ξi ,Fi )i=1, ...,N are super-
martingale differences satisfying ξi ≤ 1. Let Σj = ∑ji=1 ξi .
Then, for any x ≥ 0 and v > 0, the following bound holds,
Pr
[
Σj ≥ x and ⟨Σ⟩j ≤ v2 for some j = 1, . . . ,N
]
≤ exp
(
− x
2
2(v2 + 13x)
)
, (35)
where ⟨Σ⟩j = ∑ji=1 E(ξ 2i |Fi−1).
By choosingv2 =
∑N
i=1 E(ξ 2i |Fi−1), we have ⟨Σ⟩j ≤ v2,∀j =
1, . . . ,N and thus,
Pr
[
max
1≤j≤n Σj ≥ x
]
≤ exp
(
− x
2
2(v2 + 13x)
)
. (36)
In our context of k-cover, based on random variables X (j)S
defined in Eq. (5), we define another set of random variables,
ξ j = X
(j)
S − µS , (37)
that satisfy −µS ≤ ξ j ≤ 1 − µS and form a sequence of
supermartingale differences since
E[ξ j |Fj−1] = E
[
X (j)S − µS
]
= 0, (38)
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where {Fi }i=1,2, ... is a filtration in which Fi is the σ -algebra
defined on the outcomes of the first i Bernoulli variables
ξ j ,∀j = 1, . . . , i . Thus, the inequality bound (36) simplifies
in our case to,
Pr
[
max
1≤j≤N
j∑
i=1
(X (i)S − µS ) ≥ x
]
≤
exp
(
− x
2
2(N µS (1 − µS ) + 13x)
)
.
Similarly considering ξ j = µS − X (j)S , we obtain
Pr
[
max
1≤j≤N
j∑
i=1
(X (i)S − µS ) ≤ −x
]
≤
exp
(
− x
2
2(N µS (1 − µS ) + 13x)
)
.
From Lemma 9, we derive the number of random vari-
ables X (j)S to provide the concentration bound with a fixed
probability δ .
Corollary 1. Let X (i)S , i = 1..N be N Bernoulli random
variables with mean 0 ≤ µS ≤ 1 defined in Eq. (5). Let
N (ϵ,δ , µ) = 2
(
1 + 13
) 1
µϵ2
ln
( 2
δ
)
. (39)
Then for ϵ ≥ 0, µ ≥ µS and N ≥ N (ϵ,δ , µ),
Pr
[
max
1≤j≤N
 j∑
i=1
(X (i)S − µS )
 ≥ ϵµN ] ≤ δ . (40)
9 OMITTED PROOFS
First, we introduce some essential definitions used in our
proof. Let 0 < α < 1 be a small constant, e.g. α = 0.1 and
fixed 0 < p < 1, e.g, p = 1/n. Define
ϵ2 =
√
logp + log
(n
k
)
(1 − 1/e)√logp +√logp + log (nk ) ϵ1 + α , (41)
c =
(1 + ϵ2)
(1 − ϵ2)(1 − 1/e) ,p =
4(1 + ⌈log1+α c⌉)
δ
, (42)
z∗ =
1 + ϵ2
1 − 1/e
(
2 + 23ϵ2(1 − α)
)
ϵ−22 log
(
p
(
n
k
))
= O
(
ϵ−2k logn
)
, (43)
and,
T ∗ = z∗
(1 − 1/e)(1 + α)2
(1 + ϵ2)
1
OPT
= O
(
ϵ−2k logn 1
OPT
)
.
(44)
Proof of Lemma 6. • Prove T ≥ T ∗ with probability
1 − 2/p. Consider the case when T ∗ hyperedges have been
acquired. Apply the bound in Corollary 1 for a set S with
µ = µS∗ = OPT ≥ µS and note that T ∗ ≥ N (ϵ2, 1p(nk) ,OPT),
Pr
[
max
1≤j≤T ∗
 j∑
i=1
(X (i)S − µS )
 ≥ ϵ2µS∗T ∗] ≤ 2
p
(n
k
) . (45)
The inequality bound (45) is essential through the whole
proof and reused multiple times later on. From (45), since
there are at most
(n
k
)
sets having exactly k nodes,
Pr
[
max
1≤j≤T ∗, |S |=k
 j∑
i=1
(X (i)S − µS )
 ≥ ϵ2µS∗T ∗] ≤ 2
p
⇒ Pr
[
max
1≤j≤T ∗, |S |=k
j∑
i=1
X (i)S ≥ µS · j + ϵ2µS∗T ∗
]
≤ 2
p
.
Note that µS ≤ µS∗ = OPT, j ≤ T ∗. Replacing µS by µS∗ ,
plugging T ∗ and simplifying the above equation give
Pr
[
max
1≤j≤T ∗, |S |=k
j∑
i=1
X (i)S ≥ (1 −
1
e
)z∗
]
≤ 2
p
(46)
In other words, with a probability of 1 − 2p , there is no
set of k nodes that can cover (1 − 1e )z∗ acquired hyperedges
or more. However, since BCA returns a set that covers at
least (1 − 1e )z∗ hyperedges (Lemma 3) when z = z∗. That
means that BCA acquires more at least T ∗ hyperedges with
probability 1 − 2/p.
• Prove T < (1+ϵ2)(1−ϵ2)(1−1/e)T ∗ with probability 1 − 2/p.
Similar to (45), for the optimal set S∗, we have with T ′ =
(1+ϵ2)
(1−ϵ2)(1−1/e)T
∗
Pr
[
max
1≤j≤T ′
 j∑
i=1
(X (i)S∗ − µS∗ )
 ≥ ϵ2µS∗T ′] ≤ 2
p
(n
k
) .
Consider the last j = T ′ and rearrange the terms, we get
Pr
[ T ′∑
i=1
X (i)S∗ ≤ µS∗ ·T ′ − ϵ2µS∗T ′
]
≤ 2
p
(n
k
) .
Placing T ′ = (1+ϵ2)(1−ϵ2)(1−1/e)T
∗ gives
Pr
[ T ′∑
i=1
X (i)S∗ ≤ (1 − ϵ2)µS∗
(1 + ϵ2)
(1 − ϵ2)(1 − 1/e)T
∗
]
≤ 2
p
(n
k
)
⇒ Pr
[ T ′∑
i=1
X (i)S∗ ≤ z∗
]
≤ 2
p
(n
k
) ≤ 2
p
(47)
Thus, with a probability of at least 1 − 2p ,
∑T ′
i=1X
(i)
S∗ > z
∗
happens. However, BCA guarantees that the coverage of any
set on the acquired hyperedges is at most z∗. That means
T < (1+ϵ2)(1−ϵ2)(1−1/e)T
∗ with probability at least 1 − 2/p. □
Proof of Lemma 7. We prove the guarantee in each in-
terval and then combine all the intervals to get the overall
approximation guarantee.
• Consider an interval [Li ,Ui ]. Let define BS the collec-
tion of bad sets of k nodes in the sense that the coverage of
each set is less than (1 − 1/e − ϵ) the optimal coverage of k
nodes, i.e. ∀S ∈ BS ,Covw (S) < (1−1/e −ϵ)OPT or similarly
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∀S ∈ BS , µS < (1 − 1/e − ϵ)µS∗ . We show that any bad set
in BS is returned with probability at most 4p by considering
two events:
(E1) maxLi ≤j≤Ui
∑j
i=1 X
(i )
S∗
j ≤ (1 − ϵ−ϵ2(1+α )1−1/e )µS∗ and the re-
turned solution Sˆ ∈ BS .
(E2) maxLi ≤j≤Ui
∑j
i=1 X
(i )
S∗
j > (1 − ϵ−ϵ2(1+α )1−1/e )µS∗ and the re-
turned solution Sˆ ∈ BS .
Thus, the probability of returning a set S ∈ BS is
Pr[E1] + Pr[E2].
We bound each of these events in the following.
The probability of the first joint event (E1) is less than the
probability of maxLi ≤j≤Ui
∑j
i=1 X
(i )
S∗
j ≤ (1 − ϵ−ϵ21−1/e )µS∗ which is
bounded by 2p as shown below.
Apply Corollary 1 with µ = µS∗ = OPT and N = Ui ≥
T ∗ ≥ N ( ϵ/(1+α )−ϵ21−1/e , 1p , µS∗ ),
Pr
[
max
1≤j≤Ui
 j∑
i=1
(X (i)S∗ − µS∗ )
 ≥ ϵ/(1 + α) − ϵ21 − 1/e µS∗Ui ] ≤ 2p
Consider the sub-interval j ∈ [Li ,Ui ] and note that Uij ≤
Ui
Li
= (1 + α) and rearrange the terms, we obtain:
Pr[E1] = Pr
[
max
Li ≤j≤Ui
∑j
i=1X
(i)
S∗
j
≤ (1 − ϵ − ϵ2(1 + α)1 − 1/e )µS∗
]
≤ 2
p
.
The second joint event (E2) implies:
(1)
∑T
i=1X
(i)
Sˆ
≥ (1 − 1/e)∑Ti=1X (i)S∗ (due to Lemma 3)
(2) µSˆ < (1 − 1/e − ϵ)µS∗
(3)
∑T
i=1 X
(i )
S∗
T > (1 − ϵ−ϵ2(1+α )1−1/e )µS∗
From the three above inequalities, we derive∑T
i=1X
(i)
Sˆ
T
≥ (1 − 1/e)
∑T
i=1X
(i)
S∗
T
> (1 − 1/e)(1 − ϵ − ϵ2(1 + α)1 − 1/e )µS∗
> (1 − 1/e − ϵ)µS∗ + ϵ2(1 + α)µS∗
> µSˆ + ϵ2(1 + α)µS∗ . (48)
Hence, the probability of (E2) is bounded by
Pr[E2] ≤ Pr
[
max
Li ≤j≤Ui
∑j
i=1X
(i)
Sˆ
j
> µSˆ + (1 + α)ϵ2µS∗
]
.
Apply again Corollary 1 on a set S with Ui ≥ T ∗ ≥ N ((1 +
α)ϵ2, 1p 1(nk) , µS∗ ) hyperedges and consider the sub-interval[L1,U1],
Pr
[
max
Li ≤j≤Ui
 j∑
i=1
(X (i)S − µS )
 ≥ (1 + α)ϵ2µS∗Ui ] ≤ 2
p
1(n
k
)
⇒ Pr
[
max
Li ≤j≤Ui
∑j
i=1X
(i)
Sˆ
j
− µSˆ ≥ ϵ2(1 + α)µS∗
]
≤ 2
p
.
Therefore, we obtain
Pr[E2] ≤ 2
p
. (49)
Combine the probabilities of (E1) and (E2), we find that
the probability of returning a bad set is at most 4p when
T ∈ [Li ,Ui ].
• Consider all [Li ,Ui ], ∀i = 1, . . . ,
⌈
log1+α c
⌉
. The prob-
ability of returning a bad set in any of the intervals [Li ,Ui ]
is bounded by ⌈
log1+α c
⌉ 4
p
, (50)
because there are
⌈
log1+α c
⌉
such intervals. □
9.1 Proof of Lemma 8
We state the following general lemma and apply it in a
straightforward manner to derive the results in Lemma 8.
Lemma 11. LetX1,X2, . . . ,XN be weakly dependent Bernoulli
random variables satisfying ∀i = 1..N ,
E[Xi |X1,X2, . . . ,Xi−1] = E[X 2i |X1,X2, . . . ,Xi−1] = µ .
For δ ∈ (0, 1), define ci = ln( 1δ )/i,a = iN and µˆi = 1j
∑i
j=1X j ,
Pr [µ ≥ fL(i, µˆi ,δ ,N ), ∀i = 1..N ] ≥ 1 − δ , (51)
Pr [µ ≤ fU (i, µˆi ,δ ,N ), ∀i = 1..N ] ≥ 1 − δ , (52)
where
fL(i, µˆi ,δ ,N ) = min
{
µˆi +
(µˆi − 1)ci
3 − ci , (53)
3ci+3a µˆi−aci (µˆi+1)−
√
c2i (3+a(µˆi−1))2+18a(1−µˆi )µˆi
ci (6−2a)+3a
}
,
and,
fU (i, µˆi ,δ ,N ) = max
{
µˆi +
(i − µˆi )ci
3 + ci
, (54)
3ci+3a µˆi+aci (1+µˆi )+
√
c2i (3+a(1−µˆi ))2+18a(1−µˆi )µˆi
ci (6+2a)+3a
}
.
From the bound in Lemma 9, we derive the following:
Lemma 1. Given Bernouli random variables X1, . . . ,XN
with mean E[Xi ] = µ ≤ 1/2, let µˆi = 1i
∑i
j=1X j , δ ∈ (0, 1)
and fixed N . Denote c = ln( 1δ )/N and t = 13c(1 − µ) +√
1
9c
2(1 − µ)2 + 2µ(1 − µ)c ,
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Pr
[
µˆi − µ ≤ N
i
t , ∀i = 1..N
]
≥ 1 − δ , (55)
and,
Pr
[
µˆi − µ ≥ −N
i
t , ∀i = 1..N
]
≥ 1 − δ . (56)
Proof. Deriveing Lower-bound function: By Lemma 1, we
have
Pr
[
µˆi − µ ≤ N
i
t , ∀i = 1..N
]
≥ 1 − δ , (57)
where
t =
1
3c(1 − µ) +
√
1
9c
2(1 − µ)2 + 2µ(1 − µ)c . (58)
Therefore, with probability at least 1 − δ , ∀i = 1..N
µˆi − µ ≤ 13ci (1 − µ) +
√
c2i
9 (1 − µ)
2 + 2µ(1 − µ)ci N
i
⇔ µˆi − µ − 13ci (1 − µ) ≤
√
c2i
9 (1 − µ)
2 + 2µ(1 − µ)ci N
i
From the above inequality, ∀i = 1..N , consider two cases:
• µˆi − µ − 13ci (1 − µ) < 0, then µ > µˆi−ci /31−ci /3
• µˆi − µ − 13ci (1 − µ) ≥ 0, then taking the square of two
sides, we have,(
µˆi − µ − ci3 (1 − µ)
)2
≤ c
2
i
9 (1 − µ)
2 + 2ci
N
i
µ(1 − µ). (59)
Solve the above quadratic inequality for µ, we obtain
another lower-bound for µ.
Deriving Upper-bound function. By Lemma 1,
Pr
[
µˆi − µ ≥ −n
i
t , ∀i = 1..N
]
≥ 1 − δ . (60)
Follow the similar steps as in deriving the lower-bound
function above, we obtain the upper-bound function in the
lemma. □
The lower-bound function fL(Nj ,dc/Nj ,δ ′,Nj ) is directly
obtained from fL(i, µˆi ,δ ,N ). Notice that we can replace µˆi
in the upper-bound fU (i, µˆi ,δ ,N ) by a larger number and
still obtain an upper-bound with the same probability guar-
antee. Thus, the upper-bound fU
(
Tz , z/Tz ,δ ′,
⌈(1 + β)tu ⌉ ) is
derived from fU (i, µˆi ,δ ,N ) by using the larger value z/T for
the coverage of optimal solution.
9.2 Proof of Theorem 3
DTA returns either Sz when the test ρS ≥ 1−1/e−ϵ succeeds
(Lines 9, 10) or Sz∗ (Line 13). We show that the correspond-
ing returned solutions are (1 − 1/e − ϵ)-approximate with
probabilities 1−4δ/3 and 1−δ , respectively. Then the lemma
follows by adding these probabilities.
Return Sz when the test ρS ≥ 1 − 1/e − ϵ succeeds. The
(1 − 1/e − ϵ) approximation ratio is directly obtained by
Lemma 8. The probability of this guarantee is computed by
taking the sum of the two probabilities in Lemma 8 times
the number of times that ρS is computed. By Lemma 8, each
bound ρS holds with prob. 1 − 2δ ′ = 1 − δlog2(z∗) log1+β (cT ∗)since the lower and upper bounds returned by fL(.) and
fU (.) individually hold with probability 1−δ ′. We show that
the total number of times that fL(.) and fU (.) are computed
is at most log2(z∗) log1+β (cT ∗)with probability 1−δ/3. Then,
the accumulated probability is given by 1− δlog2(z∗) log1+β (cT ∗) ·
log2(z∗) log1+β (cT ∗) − δ/3 = 1 − 4δ/3. Thus, it is sufficient
to show that the total number of times that fL(.) and fU (.)
are computed is at most log2(z∗) log1+β (cT ∗).
For z = z∗/2i , i ≥ 1, similar to the proof of Eq. (47), BCA
with threshold z acquires T ≥ cT ∗ hyperedges with proba-
bility at most
Pr
[ T∑
i=1
X (i)S∗ ≤ z
]
≤ 2
( 1
p
)2i
< 2
( 1
p
) i
. (61)
Thus, the probability that BCA with z samples at most
cT ∗ hyperedges, hence, there are at most log1+β (cT ∗) times
that fL(.) and fU (.) are computed, is 1 − 2( 1p )i . Then, ac-
cumulating this probability over all BCA calls with z ∈{
z∗
2i0 ,
z∗
2i0−1 , . . . , z
∗
}
, we obtain the probability of DTA hav-
ing at most log2(z∗) log1+β (cT ∗) computation rounds of fL(.)
and fU (.) to be at least
1 −
log2(z∗)∑
i=1
2
( 1
p
) i
≥ 1 − 21
p
1
1 − 1/p ≥ 1 −
δ
3 , (62)
where p was replaced by its definition in Eq. (22).
DTA returns Sz∗ . By Theorem 1, BCA with z = z∗ finds an
(1 − 1/e − ϵ)-approximate solution with probability 1 − δ .
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